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A METHOD OF DELIVERING PCR SOLUTION TO MICROFLUIDIC PCR CHAMBER

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

61/168,387, filed on April 10, 2009, which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[002] Field of the Invention

[003 ] This invention relates to systems and methods for performing microfluidic assays.

More specifically, the invention relates to systems and methods for allowing adequate mixing of

desired materials within microfluidic channels.

[004 ] Discussion of Related Art

[005 ] The detection of nucleic acids is central to medicine, forensic science, industrial

processing, crop and animal breeding, and many other fields. The ability to detect disease

conditions (e.g., cancer), infectious organisms (e.g., HIV), genetic lineage, genetic markers, and

the like, is ubiquitous technology for disease diagnosis and prognosis, marker assisted selection,

correct identification of crime scene features, the ability to propagate industrial organisms and

many other techniques. Determination of the integrity of a nucleic acid of interest can be

relevant to the pathology of an infection or cancer. One of the most powerful and basic

technologies to detect small quantities of nucleic acids is to replicate some or all of a nucleic acid

sequence many times, and then analyze the amplification products. Polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) is perhaps the most well-known of a number of different amplification techniques.

[006] PCR is a powerful technique for amplifying short sections of deoxyribonucleic

acid (DNA). With PCR, one can quickly produce millions of copies of DNA starting from a



single template DNA molecule. PCR includes a three phase temperature cycle of denaturation of

DNA into single strands, annealing of primers to the denatured strands, and extension of the

primers by a thermostable DNA polymerase enzyme. This cycle is repeated so that there are

enough copies to be detected and analyzed. In principle, each cycle of PCR could double the

number of copies. In practice, the multiplication achieved after each cycle is always less than 2 .

Furthermore, as PCR cycling continues, the buildup of amplified DNA products eventually

ceases as the concentrations of required reactants diminish. For general details concerning PCR,

see Sambrook and Russell, Molecular Cloning —A Laboratory Manual (3rd Ed.), VoIs. 1-3,

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y. (2000); Current Protocols in

Molecular Biology, F. M. Ausubel et al., eds., Current Protocols, a joint venture between Greene

Publishing Associates, Inc. and John Wiley & Sons, Inc., (supplemented through 2005) and PCR

Protocols A Guide to Methods and Applications , M.A. Innis et al., eds., Academic Press Inc.

San Diego, Calif. (1990).

[007 ] Real-time PCR refers to a growing set of techniques in which one measures the

buildup of amplified DNA products as the reaction progresses, typically once per PCR cycle.

Monitoring the accumulation of products over time allows one to determine the efficiency of the

reaction, as well as to estimate the initial concentration of DNA template molecules. For general

details concerning real-time PCR see Real-Time PCR: An Essential Guide, K. Edwards et al.,

eds., Horizon Bioscience, Norwich, U.K. (2004).

[008] More recently, a number of high throughput approaches to performing PCR and

other amplification reactions have been developed, e.g., involving amplification reactions in

microfiuidic devices, as well as methods for detecting and analyzing amplified nucleic acids in

or on the devices. Microfluidic systems are systems that have at least one microfluidic channel



(a.k.a., microchannel) through which a fluid may flow, which microfluidic channel has at least

one internal cross-sectional dimension, (e.g., depth, width, length, diameter) that is typically less

than about 1000 micrometers. Thermal cycling of the sample for amplification is usually

accomplished in one of two methods. In the first method, the sample solution is loaded into the

device and the temperature is cycled in time, much like a conventional PCR instrument. In the

second method, the sample solution is pumped continuously through spatially varying

temperature zones. See, for example, Lagally et al. {Analytical Chemistry 73:565-570 (2001)),

Kopp et al. {Science 280:1046-1048 (1998)), Park et al. {Analytical Chemistry 75:6029-6033

(2003)), Hahn et al. (WO 2005/075683), Enzelberger et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,960,437) and

Knapp et al. (U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2005/0042639).

[009] One challenge for continuous PCR in microchannels is effective mixing of the

necessary components (i.e. reagents, samples, etc.) within the microchannels. Currently, mixing

of components often occurs in wells on a microfluidic chip or occurs prior to being added to the

chip. If mixing is attempted within the channels by, for example, drawing a flow of two laminar

fluids into an adjacent channel, only the fluid directly in contact with the adjacent channel is

drawn off; the second fluid continues its original flow path. Thus, it is desired to develop

additional techniques to increase the ability to perform in-line mixing in continuous flow

amplification reactions in microfluidic devices.

SUMMARY

[0010] The present invention relates to systems and methods of performing in-line

mixing of assay components and delivery of such mixed components into microfluidic channels.

[0011] As used herein, the term "solution" means a liquid comprising two more

substances, and the liquid need not be a homogeneous mixture of the two or more substances.



[0012] The invention herein is described using exemplary components of a reagent,

primer, and a buffer solution. In one embodiment, the buffer solution may comprise a buffering

agent. In another embodiment, the buffer solution may further comprise reagents. As used

herein, the buffering solution does not include primers. However, the invention herein is not

intended to be limited to such components, and the exemplary components are intended to be

illustrative, and not limiting. In this respect, a broader reading of the invention is provided via

the following: throughout the specification, "reagent" can be read as "Liquid A" or "first fluid",

"primer" can be read as "Liquid B" or "second fluid", and "buffer" can be read as "Liquid A" or

"first fluid" alone or alternatively, as a separate "Liquid C" or "third fluid".

[0013 ] It is also within the scope of the present invention that more than 2 or 3 fluids can

be utilized, as can more than the number of mixing channels shown herein. As stated above, the

description herein is intended to exemplify the present invention which allows for an improved

system and method to mix fluids in a microfluidic environment while utilizing the shortening the

length of microfluidic channel necessary for such mixing.

[0014 ] In one aspect, the invention provides a method of mixing components. In some

embodiments, the method includes: causing a reagent and a primer to flow into a first mixing

channel, which may be a microfluidic channel; holding the reagent and the primer in the first

mixing channel for at least a threshold amount of time (e.g., an amount of time that is a function

of the amount of time it takes for the reagent and the primer to mix by diffusion) so as to allow

the reagent and the primer to mix; causing a buffer to flow into a second mixing channel, which

may also be a microfluidic channel; after holding the reagent and the primer in the first mixing

channel for at least the threshold amount of time, thereby creating a reagent/primer mixture,

drawing, from the first mixing channel, the reagent/primer mixture into a common exit channel,



which may also be a microfluidic channel; and after drawing the reagent/primer mixture into the

exit channel, drawing, from the second mixing channel, the buffer into the common exit channel.

In some embodiments, the threshold amount of time is greater than about 10 seconds.

[0015] In some embodiments, the microfluidic channels are formed on a mixing chip. In

these embodiments, the method may also include configuring the mixing chip such that the

common exit channel is in fluid communication with an input well of an interface chip. The

interface chip may be configured such that the input well is in fluid communication with a

plurality of DNA sample wells. The method may also include connecting the interface chip with

a PCR chip such that the DNA sample and input well of the interface chip are in fluid

communication with an input well of the PCR chip.

[0016] In some embodiments, the step of drawing the buffer into the common exit

channel occurs substantially immediately after substantially all of the reagent/primer mixture

exits the first mixing channel. The method may also include: causing a buffer to flow into the

first mixing channel after at least a portion of the reagent/primer mixture has been drawn out of

the first mixing channel and into the common exit channel, the buffer which may comprise the

reagent but not including a primer.

[0017] In some embodiments, the method may also include: holding the buffer in the

second mixing channel while holding at least some of the reagent/primer mixture in the first

mixing channel; causing the reagent and a second primer to flow into a third mixing channel

while holding at least a portion of the buffer in the second mixing channel; holding the reagent

and the second primer in the third mixing channel for at least a second threshold amount of time

so as to allow the reagent and the second primer to mix, thereby forming a second reagent/primer

mixture; and drawing, from the third mixing channel, the second reagent/primer mixture into the



common exit channel after drawing, from the second mixing channel, the buffer into the exit

channel. The step of drawing the second reagent/primer mixture into the common exit channel

may occur substantially immediately after substantially all of the buffer exits the second mixing

channel. Also, the first threshold amount of time and the second threshold amount may be the

same amount of time or they may be different amounts of time.

[0018] In another aspect, the invention provides a system for analyzing DNA. In some

embodiments, the system includes an apparatus for mixing a primer with a reagent. In some

embodiments, this mixing apparatus includes: a reagent container; a primer container; an input

channel in fluid communication with the reagent container and the primer container; a first

mixing channel in fluid communication with the input channel; a second mixing channel in fluid

communication with the input channel; and a controller.

[0019 ] In some embodiments, the controller is configured such that the controller is

operable to put the apparatus in a state in which a reagent and primer is held in the first mixing

channel for a threshold amount of time so as to allow the reagent and the primer to mix, thereby

forming a reagent/primer mixture, and a buffer is held in the second mixing channel. The

controller may be further configured such that the controller (i) causes the reagent/primer

mixture to be drawn out of the first mixing channel and into a common exit channel after the

reagent and the primer has been held in the first mixing channel for at least the threshold amount

of time, and (ii) causes the buffer to be drawn out of the second mixing channel and into the

common exit channel after drawing the reagent/primer mixture into the exit channel.

[0020] In other embodiments, the controller is configured such that the controller is

operable to put the apparatus in a state in which a reagent and a first primer is held in the first

mixing channel, a buffer is held in the second mixing channel, and the reagent and a second



primer is held in the third mixing channel, and the controller is operable to (i) cause the reagent

and the first primer to be drawn out of the first mixing channel and into a common exit channel

after the reagent and the first primer have been held in the first mixing channel for at least a

threshold amount of time; (ii) cause the buffer to be drawn out of the second mixing channel and

into the common exit channel after drawing the reagent and first primer into the exit channel and

(iii) cause the reagent and the second primer to be drawn out of the third mixing channel and into

the common exit channel after drawing the buffer into the exit channel.

[0021] In further embodiments, in the systems and methods of performing in-line mixing

of assay components and delivery of such mixed components into microfluidic channels

described herein, the order in which the reagent and primer or the buffer are added to the mixing

channels can alternate, such that if a reagent and primer is added to the first mixing channel, and

a buffer is added to the second mixing channel, and so forth, after the reagent and primer mixture

is removed from the first mixing channel, the first mixing channel will then be filled with buffer,

and after the buffer is removed from the second mixing channel, the second mixing channel will

then be filled with reagent and primer, etc. In this manner, during successive fillings of the

mixing channels, the type of fluid contained in the mixing channel will alternate with each

filling. Accordingly, it is within the scope of this invention that any description of a reagent and

primer being added to a first mixing channel can instead relate to a reagent and primer being

added to a second mixing channel and so forth for those instances where a buffer has instead

been added to the first mixing channel.

[0022] The above and other aspects and embodiments are described below with reference

to the accompanying drawings.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023 ] FIG. 1 is a schematic depicting a system for analyzing DNA according to an

embodiment of the invention.

[0024 ] FIG. 2 is a schematic of a mixing chip according to an embodiment of the

invention.

[0025] FIG. 3 is a top-view of the mixing chip shown in FIG. 2.

[0026] FIG. 4 further illustrates a mixing chip according to some embodiments of the

invention.

[0027 ] FIG. 5 illustrates the solution flow in a channel in accordance with an

embodiment utilizing a first-in-first-out mixing function.

[0028] FIG. 6 is a schematic showing the timing of a first-in-first-out mixing function in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0029 ] FIGS. 7A-7E illustrate the mixing of two laminar fluids flowing through the same

channel.

[0030] FIG. 8 is a schematic depicting a system for analyzing DNA according to another

embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0031] Solutions for use in PCR include components such as, for example, polymerase,

primers, dNTPS and DNA sample. Before starting to run PCR in a microfluidic chamber,

thorough mixing of these components in particular ratios is required, followed by the delivery of

a particular volume of the mixture to the PCR chamber (e.g., microchannel). A challenge known

in the art is the difficulty associated with in-line mixing of PCR components in the desired ratios

followed by the delivery of a particular volume to a microfluidic PCR chamber, such as a



microchannel. Reagents, primers and buffers useful in performing PCR amplifications are well

known to the skilled artisan or as described herein.

[0032 ] FIG. 1 illustrates a PCR system 100 according to one example embodiment of the

invention. As shown in FIG. 1, PCR system 100 may include a mixing chip 110, an interface

chip 120, and a PCR micro fluidic chip 140. Reagents and primers may be mixed in the mixing

chip 110 at the desired ratio and may be delivered to the interface chip 120, via ports 108 and

112, where the solution is further mixed with DNA sample 114. The DNA-containing PCR

solution may then be delivered to PCR micro fluidic chip 140 that includes one or more

microchannels 142 in which amplification will take place via the PCR technique. The

micro fluidic PCR chip 140 may, for example, operate as described in connection with commonly

owned U.S. Patent No. 7,629,124, incorporated herein by reference.

[0033 ] While FIG. 1 illustrates a three chip system, the invention is not so limited. In

fact, a system according to an embodiment of the invention could have a single chip, two chips,

or any number of chips. For example, in some embodiments (see FIG. 8), components of chips

110, 120 and 140 could all be formed on a single chip.

[0034] In some embodiments, a function of mixing chip 110 is to proportionally mix

primers 104 and other reagents 102 common to the desired assay. The common reagents 102

and primers 104 are drawn into a mixing region 106 via channel 105 and then held there for an

amount of time, after which, the resulting mixture (a.k.a., "reagent/primer mixture"), which may

or may not be homogeneous, is drawn into an exit channel 107 connected to exit port 108. There

are several ways in which reagents 102 and primers 104 may be drawn into mixing region 106.

For example, in one embodiment, the primer 104 and reagent 102 may be drawn into the mixing

channel laminarly (i.e., the primer 104 and reagent 102 may be side by side as they are drawn



into the channel). In another embodiment, an amount of primer 104 may be drawn into the

channel first, followed by an amount of reagent 102 (or vice versa), followed by another amount

of primer 104, etc.

[0035] Without external disruption, the mixing of the primer 104 and reagent 102 within

mixing region 106 is controlled by diffusion. Therefore, to ensure that adequate mixing takes

place in mixing region 106, the primer 104 and reagent 102 should be held in mixing region 106

for some particular, threshold amount of time. In some embodiments, the threshold amount of

time can be a function of the amount of time it takes for the reagent 102 and the primer 104 to

mix by diffusion. Thus, the threshold amount of time will be influenced by the amount of the

fluids that are to be mixed, and by the size of the mixing region in which they are contained. In

some embodiments, the threshold time may be at least 10 seconds, although it is envisioned that

certain systems may require a longer or shorter threshold time.

[0036] Further aspects of mixing chip 110 are illustrated in FIG. 2 . More specifically,

FIG. 2 illustrates mixing region 106 according to an embodiment which includes a plurality of

mixing channels. In the embodiment of mixing region 106 illustrated in FIG. 2, a sipper 202 is

illustrated which can be used to introduce a primer 104 into mixing region 106. Of course,

primer 104 can be introduced into mixing region other ways, such as, for example, from a well

located on the mixing chip as illustrated in FIG. 1.

[0037 ] Referring now to FIG. 3, a top view of the mixing chip 110 embodiment of FIG. 2

is shown. More specifically, FIG. 3 illustrates that mixing region 106, in some embodiments,

may include a set of generally parallel mixing channels 301 . One end of each channel in set 301

is connected to channel 105 via a transverse channel 303 and the other end of each channel in set

301 is connected to exit channel 107 via a transverse channel 305. To further illustrate the



embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 3, FIG. 4 provides a more detailed schematic of the

mixing region 106 according to the embodiment.

[0038] As discussed above, to ensure that adequate mixing takes place in mixing region

106, the primer 104 and reagent 102 should be held in mixing region 106 for some particular

amount of time. To decrease the length of this time, the present invention provides an approach

whereby, one at a time, each mixing channel 301 is filled (fully or partially) with an "unmixed

primer solution" (e.g., a solution containing primer 104 and reagent 102) or a buffer (e.g.,

common reagent 102 and no primer 104) and then, at some later point in time (e.g., several

seconds to minutes later), on a first-in- first out (FIFO) basis, the solution in each mixing channel

is drawn out of the mixing channel and into to the common exit channel 107, where the solution

will flow to exit port 108 so that it can be introduced, for example, into interface chip 120. As

also discussed above, there are several ways in which an unmixed primer solution may flow into

a mixing channel. For example, in one embodiment, the unmixed primer solution may flow into

a mixing channel by drawing the primer 104 and reagent 102 into the mixing channel laminarly

(i.e., by drawing the primer 104 and reagent 102 into the mixing channel such that the primer

104 and reagent 102 flow substantially side by side into the channel). In another embodiment,

the unmixed primer solution may flow into a mixing channel by first drawing an amount of

primer 104 into the channel followed by drawing into the channel an amount of reagent 102 (or

vice versa).

[0039] In one embodiment of this system, each of the mixing channels may be coupled to

one or more independent pressure controllers (e.g., vacuum pressure controllers or other pressure

controllers) in order to start and stop the flow of fluid into and out of each of the channels. For

example, as shown in FIG. 4, a plurality of pressure controllers 406 may be employed.



[0040] As a specific, non- limiting example, chip 110 may be operated such that a first

unmixed primer solution flows into mixing channel 1 (see FIG. 4) over a period of time, such as,

for example, in a time of 100 seconds. The first unmixed primer solution is then held there for at

least a threshold amount of time, which may be at least 10 seconds, preferably more than about

20 seconds, preferably more than about 30 seconds, preferably more than about 40 seconds,

preferably more than about 50 seconds, preferably more than about 60 seconds, preferably more

than about 70 seconds, preferably more than about 80 seconds, preferably more than about 90

seconds and more preferably more than about 100 seconds. Next, a buffer (e.g., a solution

consisting only of the reagents 102) flows into mixing channel 2 and is held there for at least a

threshold amount of time. Next, a second unmixed primer solution flows into mixing channel 3

and is held there for at least a threshold amount of time. Next, the buffer flows into mixing

channel 4 and is held there for at least a threshold amount of time. Next, a third unmixed primer

solution flows into mixing channel 5 and is held there for at least a threshold amount of time.

[0041] After the first unmixed primer solution has been held in mixing channel 1 for at

least the threshold amount of time, the first solution, which at this point should be a

reagent/primer mixture, may be drawn out of channel 1 and into exit channel 107, from which

the reagent/primer mixture will flow, for example, to the next chip (e.g., interface chip 120) via

exit port 108 or to another area of the mixing chip 110 where further mixing and/or assays will

occur.

[0042 ] Next, the buffer in channel 2 is drawn out of channel 2 and into exit channel 107.

Next, after the second unmixed primer has been held in mixing channel 3 for at least the

threshold amount of time, the second solution, which at this point should be a reagent/primer

mixture, may be drawn out of channel 3 and into exit channel 107. Next, the buffer in channel 4



is drawn out of channel 4 and into exit channel 107. Next, after the third unmixed primer

solution has been held in mixing channel 5 for at least the threshold amount of time, the third

solution, which at this point should be a reagent/primer mixture, may be drawn out of channel 5

and into exit channel 107.

10043 ] On the next cycle, it is preferred that each mixing channel that held a primer

solution (i.e., a solution comprising the reagent and a primer) in the last cycle should hold a

buffer and vice versa (but this is not a requirement). That is, sequentially, all of the primer

solutions originally held in the mixing channels will be replaced by a buffer, and all of the

buffers originally held in the mixing channels will be replaced by a primer solution, thereby

reducing or eliminating contamination and ensuring that each of the primer solutions are

separated by plugs of buffer as they travel throughout the remaining channels.

[ 0044 ] Accordingly, in the next cycle, mixing chip 110 may be operated such that, first,

the buffer is forced into mixing channel 1. Next, the first unmixed primer solution is forced into

mixing channel 2 and is held there for at least the threshold amount of time. Next, the buffer is

forced into mixing channel 3. Next, the second unmixed primer solution flows into mixing

channel 4 and is held there for at least a threshold amount of time. Next, the buffer is forced into

mixing channel 5. After the first unmixed primer solution has been held in mixing channel 2 for

at least the threshold amount of time, thereby becoming a reagent/primer mixture, the buffer in

mixing channel 1 is drawn out of channel 1 and into exit channel 107. Next, the first

reagent/primer mixture may be drawn out of channel 2 and into exit channel 107. Next, the

buffer in channel 3 is drawn out of channel 3 and into exit channel 107. Next, after the second

unmixed primer solution has been held in mixing channel 4 for at least the threshold amount of

time, thereby becoming a reagent/primer mixture, the second reagent/primer mixture may be



drawn out of channel 4 and into exit channel 107. Next, the buffer in channel 5 is drawn out of

channel 5 and into exit channel 107. While FIG. 4 illustrates 5 mixing channels 301, it is

understood that more mixing channels or fewer mixing channels may be used.

[0045 ] The above described process will produce a solution flow as shown in FIG. 5, in

accordance with one embodiment of the invention. As will be noted, each primer solution is

separated from another primer solution by the buffer. As stated, in one embodiment, the

movement of solutions into and out of the channels is governed by the first-in- first-out rule. This

is depicted in FIG. 5 which illustrates a solution flow comprising a first primer solution,

followed by a buffer, followed by a second primer solution, followed by a buffer, followed by a

third primer solution. FIG. 6 illustrates a timing diagram which can be used to govern the flow

of fluids into and out of the mixing region 106 in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention which utilizes the first-in-first-out rule. It should be noted that the buffer could be

introduced before the primer so that the fluid flow would be offset from what is depicted in

FIGS. 5 and 6 .

[0046] As discussed above, each of the mixing channels may be coupled to one or more

independent pressure controllers 406c-g in order to start and stop the flow of fluid into and out of

each of the channels. Additionally, as shown in FIG. 4, the pressure controllers 406a-g maybe

in communication with a main controller 490 (e.g., a general or special purpose computer or

other controller), which is configured to control the pressure controllers 406a-g to achieve the

desired fluid flow, including the above-described first-in-first-out movement of the solutions.

[0047 ] h some embodiments, to fill and to empty the channels 301 in the FIFO manner

described above, main controller 490 controls the pressure controllers 406a-g as follows. First,

to fill channels 1, 2 or 3, pressure controller 406a is configured to create a negative pressure,



which will cause the fluid to flow up transverse channel 303 in the direction of controller 406a.

When the fluid reaches the junction of transverse channel 303 and the mixing channel into which

the fluid is desired to flow, pressure controller 406a may be configured to cease creating the

negative pressure. At the same time, main controller 490 may control one or more pressure

controllers (e.g. pressure controllers 406c-e) such that the pressure at the end of the desired

mixing channel that is connected to channel 303 is higher than the pressure at the other end of

the mixing channel, thus creating a pressure differential. This pressure differential should cause

the fluid to flow into the desired channel from the transverse channel 303. When the mixing

channel is filled as desired, controller 490 may control the system such that the pressure at the

end of the mixing channel that is connected to transverse channel 303 (e.g. the end of mixing

channel 2 connected transverse channel 303) is equal to the pressure at the other end of the

mixing channel (e.g. the other end of mixing channel 2 connected transverse channel 305).

[0048] Similarly, to fill channels 4 or 5, pressure controller 406b is configured to create a

negative pressure, which will cause the fluid to flow down transverse channel 303 in the

direction of controller 406b. When the fluid reaches the junction of transverse channel 303 and

the mixing channel into which the fluid is desired to flow, pressure controller 406b may be

configured to cease creating the negative pressure. At the same time, main controller 490 may

control one or more pressure controllers (e.g. pressure controllers 406f-g) such that the pressure

at the end of the desired mixing channel that is connected to channel 303 is higher than the

pressure at the other end of the mixing channel, thus creating a pressure differential. This

pressure differential should cause the fluid to flow into the desired mixing channel from the

transverse channel 303.



[0049] As discussed above, to hold a solution in a particular mixing channel, main

controller 490 need only control pressure controllers 406 such that the pressure at one of the

channels equals the pressure at the other end.

[0050] In some embodiments, to draw a fluid out of a channel and into exit channel 107,

main controller 490 adjusts one or more pressure controllers 406 such that (i) the pressure at the

left end of a channel (i.e., the end connected to transverse channel 303) is greater than the

pressure at the other end of a channel (i.e., the end connected to transverse channel 305), and (ii)

the pressure at the end of a channel that is connected to transverse channel 305 is greater than the

pressure at outlet port 108. For example, to draw a fluid out of channel 2 and into exit channel

107, main controller 490 adjusts pressure controller 406d such that (i) the pressure at the left end

of channel 2 (i.e., the end connected to transverse channel 303) is greater than the pressure at the

other end of channel 2 (i.e., the end connected to transverse channel 305), and (ii) the pressure at

the end of channel 2 that is connected to transverse channel 305 is greater than the pressure at

outlet port 108. At the same time, to keep the fluids in the other channels from being drawn out

of those channels, main controller 490 controls the system such that, for each channel, the

pressure at one end of the channel equals the pressure at the other end.

[0051] As discussed above, the unmixed primer solution to be introduced into a mixing

channel may initially be subject to laminar flow. In order to ensure that both the reagent 102 and

primer 104 are drawn into the same mixing channel in the necessary amounts, in accordance with

one embodiment, the flow of fluid in the transverse channel 303 is stopped prior to drawing off

the fluid into a mixing channel hi accordance with this embodiment, both the reagent 102 and

primer 104 are allowed to be drawn off together. This is depicted in FIG. 7A, wherein the initial

fluid flow of the reagent and primer fluids is illustrated by the arrows and is caused by a first



pump that is situated to the bottom left of the fluid flow (not shown). In FIG. 7B, the first pump

has been stopped such that the fluid is no longer flowing to the left. Rather, a second pump that

controls fluid flow up the channel in the center of the picture has been activated, such that both

fluids are drawn together into the center channel. FIGS. 7C-7E further illustrate that both of the

laminar fluids are drawn into the center channel. As shown, the laminar fluids flow increasingly

further into the center channel in FIGS. 7B-7E, respectively. It is envisioned that similar

methods can be utilized in the present application in order to direct the flow of multiple laminar

fluids into the mixing channels. As will be evident to one of skill in the art, any method of

controlling fluid flow known in the art can be utilized, including a system that uses valves.

[ 0052 ] As will also be apparent, while the present invention has been described herein as

being used in a multi-chip format, the methods and systems for in-line mixing can be utilized

anywhere mixing within a channel is desired, including wherein all mixing, assays, and analysis

occur on a single microfluidic chip (see, e.g. FIG. 8).

[0053 ] While various embodiments of the present invention have been described above,

it should be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, and not

limitation. Thus, the breadth and scope of the present invention should not be limited by any of

the above-described exemplary embodiments. Additionally, while the processes described above

are shown as a sequence of steps, this was done solely for the sake of illustration. Accordingly,

it is contemplated that some steps may be added, some steps may be omitted, and the order of the

steps may be re-arranged.



CLAIMS

1. A method of delivering a solution flow, comprising:

causing a reagent and a primer to flow into a first mixing channel;

holding the reagent and the primer in the first mixing channel for at least a threshold

amount of time so as to allow the reagent and the primer to mix, thereby forming a

reagent/primer mixture;

causing a buffer to flow into a second mixing channel;

after holding the reagent and the primer in the first mixing channel for at least the

threshold amount of time, drawing, from the first mixing channel, the reagent/primer mixture

into a common exit channel; and

after drawing the reagent/primer mixture into the exit channel, drawing, from the second

mixing channel, the buffer into the common exit channel.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the threshold amount of time is a function of the

amount of time it takes for the reagent and the primer to mix by diffusion.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the threshold amount of time is greater than

about 10 seconds.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the first and second mixing channels are

microfluidic channels and the common exit channel is a microfluidic channel.



5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the microfluidic channels are formed on a mixing

chip.

6. The method of claim of claim 5, further comprising:

configuring the mixing chip such that the common exit channel is in fluid

communication with an input well of an interface chip.

7 . The method of claim 6, wherein the interface chip is configured such that the

input well is in fluid communication with a plurality of DNA sample wells.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising connecting the interface chip with a

PCR chip such that the DNA sample and input well of the interface chip are in fluid

communication with an input well of the PCR chip.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein the step of drawing the buffer into the common

exit channel occurs substantially immediately after substantially all of the reagent/primer mixture

exits the first mixing channel.

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

causing a buffer to flow into the first mixing channel after a least a portion of the

reagent/primer mixture has been drawn out of the first mixing channel and into the common exit

channel, the buffer comprising the reagent but not including a primer.



11. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

while holding at least a portion of the reagent and the primer in the first mixing channel,

holding the buffer in the second mixing channel;

while holding at least a portion of the buffer in the second mixing channel, causing a

reagent and a second primer to flow into a third mixing channel;

holding the reagent and the second primer in the third mixing channel for at least a

second threshold amount of time so as to allow the reagent and the second primer to mix, thereby

forming a second reagent/primer mixture; and

after drawing, from the second mixing channel, the buffer into the exit channel, drawing,

from the third mixing channel, the second reagent/primer mixture into the common exit channel.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the step of drawing the second reagent/primer

mixture into the common exit channel occurs substantially immediately after substantially all of

the buffer exits the second mixing channel.

13. The method of claim 11, where in the first threshold amount of time and the

second threshold amount are the same amount of time.

14. The method of claim 11, where in the first threshold amount of time and the

second threshold amount are different amounts of time.



15. The method of claim 1, where forming the reagent/primer mixture, mixing the

reagent/primer mixture with a DNA sample, and performing PCR and/or thermal melt analysis of

the DNA sample occurs on the same microfiuidic chip.

16. A system for analyzing DNA, comprising:

an apparatus for mixing a primer with a reagent, comprising:

a reagent container;

a primer container;

an input channel in fluid communication with the reagent container and the primer

container;

a first mixing channel in fluid communication with the input channel;

a second mixing channel in fluid communication with the input channel; and

a controller, wherein

the controller is configured such that the controller is operable to put the apparatus in a

state in which a reagent and primer is held in the first mixing channel for a threshold amount of

time so as to allow the reagent and the primer to mix, thereby forming a reagent/primer mixture,

and a buffer is held in the second mixing channel, and

the controller is further configured such that the controller (i) causes the reagent/primer

mixture to be drawn out of the first mixing channel and into a common exit channel after the

reagent and the primer has been held in the first mixing channel for at least a threshold amount of

time, and (ii) causes the buffer to be drawn out of the second mixing channel and into the

common exit channel after drawing the reagent/primer mixture into the exit channel.



17. The system of claim 16, wherein the threshold amount of time is a function of the

amount of time it takes for the reagent and the primer to mix by diffusion.

18. The system of claim 16, wherein the threshold amount of time is greater than

about 10 seconds.

19. The system of claim 16, wherein the first and second mixing channels are

microfluidic channels and the common exit channel is a microfluidic channel.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the apparatus comprises a mixing chip and the

microfluidic channels are formed on the mixing chip.

21. The system of claim of claim 20, further comprising:

an interface chip, wherein

the mixing chip is configured such that the common exit channel is in fluid

communication with an input well of the interface chip.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein the interface chip is configured such that the

input well is in fluid communication with a plurality of DNA sample wells.

23. The system of claim 22, further comprising a PCR chip, wherein the interface

chip is connected to the PCR chip such that the DNA sample well and input well of the interface

chip are in fluid communication with an input well of the PCR chip.



24. The system of claim 16, wherein the controller is further configured such that the

controller causes a buffer to enter the first mixing channel after the reagent/primer mixture exits

the first mixing channel and before any other primer enters the first mixing channel.

25. The system of claim 16, wherein the apparatus further comprises a third mixing

channel.

26. The system of claim 25, wherein

the controller is configured such that the controller is operable to put the apparatus in a

state in which a reagent and a first primer is held in the first mixing channel, a buffer is held in

the second mixing channel, and a reagent and a second primer is held in the third mixing

channel, and

the controller is further configured such that the controller (i) causes the reagent and the

first primer to be drawn out of the first mixing channel and into a common exit channel after the

reagent and the first primer have been held in the first mixing channel for at least a threshold

amount of time; (ii) causes the buffer to be drawn out of the second mixing channel and into the

common exit channel after drawing the reagent and first primer into the exit channel and (iii)

causes the reagent and the second primer to be drawn out of the third mixing channel and into the

common exit channel after drawing the buffer into the exit channel.

27. The system of claim 26, wherein the controller is further configured such that the

controller (i) causes a buffer to enter the first mixing channel after the first primer exit the first



mixing channel and before any other primer enters the first mixing channel, and (ii) causes a

buffer to enter the third mixing channel after the second primer exits the third mixing channel

and before any other primer enters the third mixing channel.

28. The system of claim 16, wherein the common exit channel is in fluid

communication with on or more DNA sample wells, said DNA sample wells are in fluid

communication with a microfluidic channel in which PCR and/or thermal melt analysis is

performed, and wherein the common exit channel, said one or more DNA sample wells and the

microfluidic channel in which PCR and/or thermal melt analysis is performed are located on the

same microfluidic chip.

29. A method of delivering a solution flow, comprising:

causing a first fluid and a second fluid to flow into a first mixing channel;

holding the first fluid and the second fluid in the first mixing channel for at least a

threshold amount of time so as to allow the first fluid and the second fluid to mix, thereby

forming a first fluid/second fluid mixture;

causing a third fluid to flow into a second mixing channel, the third fluid comprising the

first fluid but not including the second fluid;

after holding the first fluid and the second fluid in the first mixing channel for at least the

threshold amount of time, drawing, from the first mixing channel, the first fluid/second fluid

mixture into a common exit channel; and

after drawing the first fluid/second fluid mixture into the exit channel, drawing, from the

second mixing channel, the third fluid into the common exit channel.



30. The method of claim 29, wherein said first fluid is a reagent, the second fluid is a

primer and said third fluid is a buffer solution.

31. The method of claim 29, wherein the first fluid and the third fluid are the same

fluid.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the first fluid is a reagent and the third fluid is a

buffer solution.
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